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Abstract. On the unit circle, an infinite family of chiral operators is constructed,
whose exchange algebra is given by the universal R-matrix of the quantum
group SL(2)r This establishes the precise connection between the chiral algebra
of two dimensional gravity or minimal models and this quantum group. The
method is to relate the monodromy properties of the operator differential
equations satisfied by the generalized vertex operators with the exchange
algebra of SL(2)q. The formulae so derived, which generalize an earlier
particular case worked out by Babelon, are remarkably compact and may be
entirely written in terms of "ςf-deformed" factorials and binomial coefficients.
1. Introduction
Quantum groups came out from the study of conformally invariant field theories
and integrable models [1-3]. In particular, Neveu and I [2,4] already wrote an
exchange algebra associated with SL(2)q as early as 1983, by studying the
monodromy properties of the differential equation for chiral vertex operators [5,6].
Our formulae did not look like the standard ones since they came out in a different
basis, but recently Babelon [3] explicitly established the connection for the simplest
set of operators in the chiral conformal family. Our results of ref. [2] concerning
the monodromy of conformal blocks have been rediscovered and generalized later
on [7,8]. However, apart from ref. [3], their precise connection with the quantum
group SL(2)q remains to be established. Such is the aim of the present paper.
In an earlier work [4], we had devised a formalism, in order to handle the
chiral conformal Virasoro algebra, that is formulated in terms of two free fields
which play a symmetric role, contrary to the more standard Coulomb gas picture.
As we shall see this point is crucial. It is most simply explained by looking first
at the following classical structure which came out of our studies [2,4,5,9] and
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is of central importance in 2D gravity and minimal models. Consider a classical
c-number field p(σ\ defined on the unit circle ( 0 ^ σ g 2 π ) , which satisfies the
Poisson bracket (P.B.) relations
f

{P(σ1\p(σ2)}^2πδ (σ1-σ2).

(1.1)

Primes denote σ-derivatives. Let γ be a free parameter that plays the role of the
coupling constant, and introduce the field
y / .

(1.2)

It easily follows from (1.1) that if we define
fΛτΓ(ff)e
4πy o

+ 5.,0
8

(1.3)

we have a P.B. realization of the Virasoro algebra:
i{Lm,Ln}

= (m - n)Lm+n + ^ ( m 3 - m)δm,_n,

(1.4)

where C = 3/y. The above expression may be rewritten as:
(1.5)
which is a chiral component of a deformed (7(1) Sugawara stress-energy tensor.
This simple realization of the Virasoro algebra came out in a very natural way
from the canonical treatment of the Liouville theory [2,4,5,9]. It is the basis of
the Coulomb gas picture of conformal theories. In this connection Neveu and I
have pointed out [4] that the relationship between p and T so defined, which
coincides with the so-called Miura transformation of the KdV system, is not
one-to-one but two-to-one. Consider the equality (1.2), with a given function T(σ)
as an equation for the field p(σ). From this viewpoint it is an equation of the
Riccati type which is well-known to have two independent solutions. This becomes
obvious if we let p = ψ'/(ψy/y)9 obtaining the Schrδdinger equation
-ψ" + Tψ = 0.

(1.6)

Denote by φj,j = 1,2, two independent solutions of (1.6). Going backward one
obtains two p-fields, Pj = ψ'j/(ψjy/y)J= 1,2, which are such that
τ/y = P\ + P'jjy = P\ + P'jy/y

(1.7)

Thus the correspondence between p and T is two-to-one as already stated. Since
the Schrδdinger equation is linear, the ^-fields are determined up to linear
combinations. The potential T of Eq. (1.6) being periodic in σ, one has
φi(σ + 2π) = £ Mjφj(σ). Generically one may diagonalize the monodromy matrix
j

M{ so that the Schrδdinger wave functions are periodic up to multiplicative
constants (Bloch waves). With this choice the p/s are periodic and one may write:
Pj = Σe'i"VJ)-

(1.8)
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For later use we note that it is convenient [2,5] to normalize the Schrόdinger
wave functions as
inσ

e~
nψo

n
( J)

where the dj are integration constant that only depends upon p 0 . The variable
q^ is assumed to satisfy the P.B. relations*
fnϋ)

ϋ)\ — i

π im

n

so that the ψ's are classical vertex functions similar to the standard string vertex,
q{j] and p(0J) playing the role of center of mass positions and total momenta
respectively. Equation (1.10) ensures, in particular, that the ψ's satisfy the P.B.
relations:
, (σ);

with

Δ= — .

(1.11)

They are thus classical primary fields of weight — 1/2, that is, half differentials.
(Since we work on the unit circle, I adopt the corresponding definition of primary
fields: the coefficient of the 4-term is n instead of the more standard n + 1. The
latter definition is recovered by mapping to the complex plane, since a primary
field of weight A is multiplied by eiΔσ if one performs the conformal transformation
z = eiσ)
It obviously follows from (1.9) that φi(σ + 2π) = e2πp* φi(σ). Standard Wronskian
arguments show that the determinant of the monodromy matrix is one, so that
the product of its eigenvalues is equal to one. Therefore
-,(2)

_(1)

ί\

1 r>\

Po — — p 0 .
U A^J
As is well known, p ( o υ = — p(02) may be either real (in the so-called forbidden zones
where the Schrόdinger wave functions decay or blow up exponentially over a
period), or pure imaginary (in the so-called allowed zones where the Schrόdinger
wave functions are oscillatory). There are special cases, at the border between
allowed and forbidden zones where the monodromy matrix may not be
diagonalizable. We shall not consider this possibility (more about this later on).
Concerning the P.B. structure, Neveu and I have shown that it is completely
symmetric between p1 and p2, namely both satisfy (1.1):
)}=2πδ\σ1-σ2).

(1.13)

The P.B. relations between px and p2 are complicated and not very illuminating.
The interesting structure is provided by the P.B. relations between the i^'s, which
close in the sense that
=

Σ

*"<M'iM('2),

(1-14)

fc=l,2;/=l,2
1
Throughout this article, no summation over repeated indices is to be performed unless explicitly
indicated
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where s^ only depends upon p 0 and plays the role of a classical K-matrix. In ref.
[9] we remarked that letting A = ψ2/Ψi leads to φί — \/y/A\\l/2 = A/yJ~A\ and
that — IT is equal to the Schwarzian derivative of A. We worked out the P.B.
algebra of the A -field (Eq. (3.34) of ref. [9]) taking account of the periodicity
condition in σ. Equation (1.14) is an immediate consequence of this last P.B.
structure. Its precise form will be given later on since it depends upon the choice
of the d. 's in Eq. (1.9). We shall see that it is related to a classical limit of the
exchange algebra of SL(2)q.
The field T has conformal weight 2 up to a central term and defines a quadratic
differential on the circle. The p-fields transform as a linear differentials up to central
terms. Thus Eq. (1.2) may be regarded as defining linear differentials as square
roots of the given quadratic differential T. The existence of two independent p-fields
for a given T, that will play a crucial role in the following, is thus very natural.
Exchanging p x and p 2 is a canonical transformation that plays the same role as
the exchange of solutions of an algebraic equation. It is thus a generalized Galois
transformation. As we shall see this transformation is the basis of the quantum
group structure.
The results presented next follow the trend of my previous works with A. Neveu
and A. Bilal which is quite different from the more common line initiated by BPZ
[10]. Our main tools are operator differential equations which are derived without
invoking the decoupling of null states. It is thus possible to work for general value
of C and generic Verma modules that do not contain null vectors. In this situation,
the transformation between p1 and p 2 fully extends to the quantum case [4]. (This
is the quantum equivalent of avoiding borders between allowed and forbidden
zones which we mentioned above.) In this article, I only discuss this generic
situation, which is also simpler because the corresponding representations of the
quantum group have g-values not equal to a root of the unity, and are thus simple
deformations of the standard group representations. In this philosophy, the rational
theories are recovered by taking limits of the general formulae discussed below. I
plan to retun to this in later publications.
2. The Conformal Structure in the Block Wave Basis
At the quantum level Neveu and I [4] have shown that the structure sketched
above survives with little modifications and that, for generic C, the symmetry
between φι and φ2 may be kept. One defines two normal ordering noted N(1) and
Ni2) that are with respect to the modes of p1 and p 2 respectively. Equations (1.13,
17) are replaced by:
l>iK),Pi(<x 2 )] = ίPi^ilPii^iΏ
N{1\PI

+ p'Jyfi)

= 2πiδ'(σ1 - σ 2 ),

= Ni2)(P22 + Pi/y/v).

p(01] = - p ( 0 2 ) ,
(2.1)

The latter equation defines the parameter y at the quantum level. It is such that
the central charge is given by C = 1 + 3/γ. Equation (1.9) becomes [2]
Π

^

(2.2)
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2

where there are two choices for the number h

1)).

(2.3)

For each i — 1,2 there are thus two different fields φf-. In the classification of BPZ
[10] both φ f and φ% (respectively φ f and φ J ) correspond to the (1,2) (respectively
(2,1)) chiral primary fields. In the standard Coulomb gas picture one only
introduces one of the two free fields, say, pί9 and only φ* is defined by (2.2). ψ*
are expressed in terms of φ* and px by means of the screening operators. From
the quantum group viewpoint it is better to remain symmetric as we do here. For
the time being we shall not consider the algebra that mixes the two choices of h.
It is thus not necessary to distinguish the two values of h, and I drop the indices
± . The complete algebra will be discussed in Sect. 4.
Neveu and I [2,5] long ago derived the exchange algebra of the φ fields from
the monodromy properties of the quantum differential equation3 corresponding
to (1.6). If one looks at the exchange of φ fields, our result is equivalent to:

Mσ).A>')=

Σ

S\]Uσ')Uσ)

(2-4)

*=1,2;/=1,2

with the condition:
dι(ω)d2(ω - 1) = Γ ( - ωh/π)Γ((ω - l)ft/π),

(2.5a)

that gives, as non-zero matrix elements,:

S\22(ω) = Sl\(-ω) = — e ^ - ) ,
|ωJ

Sfl(ω) = Sj?(-ω) = ^ l i i ^ .
|ωJ

(2.5b)

ε is equal to the sign of σ — σ', ω is related to the zero mode of the free p-fields
by the relation

f

n

(2.6)

and we introduce the convenient notation:
(2.7)
The above formulae are not quite the expression derived in ref. [2]. The latter
involves Γ functions. The </t's are chosen such that they are replaced by trigonometric functions. Some more details are given in Appendix A.
Since they describe the exchange algebra of operators the above S£J do satisfy
the Yang-Baxter equations. However, they depend upon ω which is shifted by
2

Warning! The notation is different from ref. [2]: y,h±, and hω here are equal to Khη2±1 and ηω

there, respectively. Moreover, I have rescaled p by y/γ
3

Which reflects the decoupling of Virasoro null vectors in the BPZ language
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the φ fields according to:
f(ω + ei)Ψi; ε 2 = - ε 1 = l.

(2.8)

Thus the Yang-Baxter equations read [2]:
X S£(ω, σί-σ2)

S%(ω + εf, σ 2 - σ 3 ) S™(ω + ε,, σ x - σ2)

P,λ,μ

= Σ stM

σ

ι~σ2)

λ

S%(ω + εμ, <τ, - σ3) S^(ω, σ2 - σ3).

(2.9)

The basic point in deriving these properties is that the two-point functions of the
φ fields satisfy hypergeometric differential equations. The exchange algebra is a
consequence of the well-known relation (for |arg(— x)| < π):

Similarly, one may determine the fusion rules of the φ fields to leading order from
the relation (for |arg(l — x)| < π):
Γ(c — a)Γ(c — b)

These results may be extended to more general operators, since the two-point
function of one φ field with any primary field is also given by a hypergeometric
function [2]. In this way one defines fields φμ'v for arbitrary positive μ and v. (My
collaborators and I have repeatedly stated the general features of this family [5,11]
without giving their explicit derivation. This is done, to some extent, in Appendix
A.) In this connection it is simpler to temporarily restrict ourselves to the interval
1/8 > y > 0, that is C > 25, where the leading term of the short distance operator
product expansion (OPE) just corresponds to adding the μ's and the v's. In this
μ v
iί)
μyίi tφi
v
(2)
vy/J φ2
way, for instance, one has φ ' ~ΦϊΦl,ΦϊocN (e ^ X
φ 2ocN (e ^ );
where ~ means that one takes the corresponding term in the short distance
expansion and removes the standard divergent piece. Once the conformal family
is derived one may continue to other values of γ. The term considered becomes
non-leading but the construction remains valid.
The properties of the ^ μ ' v 's may be obtained recursively from the fusion rules:

It is convenient to adopt a notation ispired by SU(2). We let:
=

2J, v-μ = 2m

(2.13)
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so that 2m is equal to the shift:

Using the set of harmonic oscillator associated with px or p2, one generates a
Fock space !Fω spanned by the states noted |ω, {N}y that are eigenstates of the
occupation number operators. The occupation-number-zero state |ω,0> is a
highest-weight state with weight Δ = (C - l)/24 - hω2/4π. It follows from (2.14)
that the operators φ are naturally defined in a Hubert space Jf of the form:
j f = 0 &ωr\

ωr = ω0 + r; r integer.

(2.15a)

r

Indeed <Cω', {JV'jIt/^lω, {N}> is non-vanishing iff ω' = ω + 2m, and 2m is an
integer. Physically, the natural choice for ω0 would be the SL(2,C) invariant
vacuum (with highest weight zero: Δ(ω0) = 0), that is:
•1+!.

(2.15b)

The mathematical structure we are discussing does not specify ω 0 , however;
and we give it an arbitrary value following the philosophy mentioned in the
introduction.
In (2.13) J determines the conformal weight of φ^:
(2.16)

Δ(J)=-J-hJ(J+l)/π.

The quadratic term of this last expression coincides with the weights of the SU(2)k
WZW model if one lets h = — π/(/c + 2). This directly exhibits a relationship between
the present Virasoro chiral conformal family and a deformed WZW theory.
As shown in Appendix A, one may define the operators φ{^\ —J^m^J, such
that Eq. (2.5b) is generalized to

Σ

Ψt(σψf(σ') =

S^Zφ[J\σf)φj(σl

(2.17a)

j=l,2,n=-J-J

where the non-vanishing matrix elements are given by

T »

^

Slii(ω)

LωJ
L J+ m

U2

H

=

- l e -Mi -«-»)

= S

(fl--+ i,i ( ω ) .

(2.17b)

Finally, it is further shown in Appendix A, that the general fusion rules, to leading
order are given by:
O S P - N(J, m; J'.m' ω) i / ^ ' λ
J

ί2-18)

- ^ Γ 1 Lω + J + J' + m + m! - r\ J+jnrx [_ω - J - J' + m + m ; + s ]
Λo

Lω + J + m r J

L ^ J + mH5j

All the consistency conditions of conformal algebras are satisfied, but take an
unusual form since S and N depend upon ω and thus do not commute with the
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primary fields. As we shall see, the operator product structure just displayed is
associated with the quantum group SL(2)q. This fact is hidden at this moment and
will appear when we choose another basis of conformal primary fields. The present
basis has simple shift properties in view of (2.14), and the fields are periodic in σ
up to a constant. However, this choice is inappropriate from the quantum group
viewpoint to be discussed in the next section.
Let us finally discuss the classical limit of this conformal structure in order to
make contact with what we recalled in the introduction. We shall let y go to zero.
In this limit Λ_ «2πy, and, letting h = h_ gives ψj&dje^φj. If one retains only
the — operators, one goes smoothly back to the classical case. One expects that
commutators will behave as iy times the Poisson brackets. Looking at (1.13) one
sees that this will be true if p(j] % l/^/γ. According to (2.6) this means that hω will
tend to a constant. With this information one immediately deduces from (2.4,5a, 5b)
that
ψj(σ')ψj(σ)(\ - iπyε),

ψj(σ)ψj(σ')«

/, ^
, / n , /σ
J2πye-ihωε\
π ε
2πγ cot(ftω))
cot(hω)) + Φι(σ')φ2(
φ\{σ)φ2(σ)[
)>
Φι(σ)φ2(σf) ~ Φ 2(σ')Ψ i(σ)(l +
+Iiπyε
7 + 2πy
)\ —.
\sin(2π<yω)/
(2πye~ihωε\
r
σ x β
φ 2{σ)φ x (σ )« φ\{σ')φ^2(σ)(l + iπyε — 2πyco\(hω)) — φ2( ') l iip)\
)•
\sin(2πyω)/
(2.22)
This immediately leads to the PB exchange Eq. (1.14).
3. Connection with the Universal R Matrix
Introduce
ί = 1,2

with
-.1

..2

Λ\ιω\2.

f

.l

Λ

-iΛ(ω+l)/2.

..2

Λ

-iΛ(ω-l)/2

ίi

\\

u1—u2 — e
, u2 — e
, uγ=e
'.
(J.ij
After some computation, one deduces [3] from (2.4,5) that the ξ fields so defined
satisfy the exchange algebra

where, for ε = 1, the only non-vanishing matrix elements are
P22 —e

P11—
1

2

»

ih/2

PΪ2 = P 2 i=e

; p\\=e-^2-e^2.

(3.2)

This last expression coincides with the simplest R matrix of SL(2)q with q = e~ih/2.
It corresponds to J = 1/2 in the above family of primary fields, and our task is to
generalize this result to arbitrary J. Derivations will be sketched below. Details
are given in Appendix B, C and D. The general formulae are as follows. Let

#V)=

Σ \JMmM¥»,

-J<m<J

(3.3)
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where the coefficients \J,ω)M are given by:

y
eihs(ω + n
(J-Λί + m-S)/2integer
\(J - M + Ifl - s)/2j\(J + M + YΠ + s)βj

(3.4)
The constants ai9 and κ3 depend upon the normalizations of the ξ fields. In
particular, the α/s are such that ξ^fy = a\^\^{\li) = α2^2» if we let JC1/2 = at. The
g-deformed binomial coefficients have been introduced by the formula:
I />]!
^77>

(3.5)

where
L»JIΞ Π [r].

(3.6)

r= 1

The operators so defined satisfy the general exchange algebra

The coefficients (Λ^OMM' of the Λ-matrix only depend upon the sign of σ — σ'.
This matrix is conveniently written in terms of quantum group generators as
follows: Introduce a set of Hubert spaces H3 with states notes | J, M>, - J ^ M g J;
together with operators J ± , J3 such that:
>

J 3 |J,M> = M|J,M>. (3.8)

These operators satisfy the SL(2)q commutation relation
.

(3.9)

For σ > σ\ one has:
V'»,
oo

ίi _

(3.10)

2ih\neihn(n-l)/2

e

The last formula exactly reproduces the universal R matrix of SL(2)q [1] with
q = e~ih/2. The case σ < σ' will be discussed below.
Moreover, to leading order in the singularity, at σ->σ', the fusion rules are
given by:

(3.12)

(3.13)
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Proof. One proceeds by recursion starting from (3.1). Some details are given in
Appendix B, C and D. The basic requirement that determines the coefficients
|J,ω)J^ of (3.3) is that all ω dependence disappear from the exchange algebra and
from the fusion rules. In Appendix B, Eq. (3.4) is established by studying the
exchange of ξ ( 1 / 2 ) with ξ{J) for arbitrary J. In Appendix C, the coefficients
A(l/2, ± 1/2; J,M) are first explicitly computed using the results of Appendix A.
Equation (3.13) is then established from the associativity of the short distance
operator product expansion. Finally, in Appendix D, the general exchange algebra
is derived from the requirement that the order between fusion and exchange be
irrelevant. This leads to recurrence formulae which are solved by first taking the
expression (3.11) with arbitrary coefficients as an ansatz, and showing that the
universal /^-matrix is the solution. For this, a basic relation is

-pJ!U±MJ!
that easily follows from (3.8). Q.E.D.
Our next topic is the hermiticity relation of the conformal family we just
discussed. We shall assume at this point that h is real. On Eq. (2.3) one sees that
this is true for C > 25 (0 < y < 1/8) which is the weak coupling regime of 2D gravity
and for C < 1 (y < 0) which is the standard regime of minimal models. In this case
ω is real and Eq. (2.6) shows that P(Q] = — p ( 0 2) are pure imaginary 4 . Thus

(PW = P1?

(3-15)

Neveu and I long ago argued [12] that the correct hermiticity relation is:
(3.16)

p\=p2.

Indeed, it is compatible with (3.15) contrary to the standard hermiticity condition
for free chiral bosonic fields. Moreover Eq. (2.1) shows that the Virasoro generators
have two equivalent expressions:

Lm = Y^\p\
o 4π

pJ^y) jj.,0
Yγ\pl
8y
o 4π

PJy/J) 8y
^Ko
(3.17)

which are interchanged by (3.16) so that one correctly obtains the hermiticity
relation Ljn = L_m. As recalled in the introduction, px and p2 are related by a
generalized Galois transformation. It is a standard phenomenon that complex
conjugation may interchange solutions of an algebraic equation with real
coefficients and may therefore correspond to a Galois transformation. We now
show that the exchange algebras we have derived have simple transformation
properties under (3.16). The basic point is to recall that the fields ψ^ do not

For simplicity, I only consider the case 0 < γ < 1/8 where h > 0. The case y < 0 is treated similarly
[12]. There are some extra minus signs. In particular (3.16) is replaced by p\ = —p
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commute with ω as shown on (2.14). Equation (2.2) withy = 1 gives
ψ\ = ΛΓ (2 V / *' 5 * a )έ/ 1 (ω) t = dx(ω +

rf1(ω+lM(ω)t

=

_Γ(-(ω+l)h/π)Γ(ωh/π)

Ψl

d2(ω)d2(ωγ

lΫN^ie"^*2)

\d2(ω)\2

The last factor is real but not always positive. The general discussion may be
carried out if needed, but would be cumbersome. Here we only consider the values
of ω where this factor is positive5. The we may choose the ^'s to be real and
dγ(ω + 1) = d2(ω\ obtaining φ\~φ2.
Equation (2.5a) becomes:
dx(ω) = d2(ω - 1) = y/Γ(-ωh/π)Γ((ω-l)h/π)

(3.19)

which also gives Ψ2 = ψι'. the square of the complex conjugation is indeed the
identity. It is shown, in Appendix A that this extends to the higher ψ operators, as

(3.20)

(ψW = ψ%.
Concerning the ^-operators, Eq. (3.3) leads to
+ 2m)Λ,"I)V!»

fp\
fp\

Using the fact that (

(3-21)

( p \

11==1 1

I, it is easy to verify from (3.4) that, if we choose,

a2/aί = eih and κ3 real, we have
m

)t = |J,ω)^

(3.22)

so that
£ ( i» f = £ ! »

(3.23)

are hermitian fields. Concerning the exchange algebras, one may verify that the
scheme is completely consistent with the present hermiticity structure. Consider
in particular the hermitian conjugate of (3.7,10). One obtains

Ή V ) £ ! » = _ J < N < J ? j f < w f < j f ((J, J')£ϊ-r # V ) £!»>
S

(3.24)

I n

where ((J,J')MM)*
^ Λe complex conjugate of (J, J')MM'
(3-7) the operators on
the left-hand side are ordered with decreasing arguments, while the opposite is
true in (3.24). The latter equation thus corresponds to the other R-matrix which
has been left out of the discussion so far. For consistency, it is convenient to define

(J\J)^M = ((J9J')ϊiίr9

(3.25)

so that
(3.26)
5
This is true for instance if ω > 0 and (2q + 2)π/h > ω + 1 > (2q + l)π/h, q positive integer. The width
of this interval is π/h and thus involves several values of ω of the form (2.15a) iff π/h > 1. This last
condition holds if we choose h = h_
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has the same form as (3.7). It may also be written under a form similar to (3.10,11).
Using the fact that the matrix elements of J± and J 3 are real (see (3.8)), one easily
derives
(3.27)
/
=

~(2ihJ3®J3)l
β

oo (\ _β~2ih\n
1 _ι_ V ^
'
If
/

V

A

-ihn(n-l)/2

\
-ihnJiί
T V*/O\ ΛihnJ$( τ yt I
(1 1Q\
€
[J -) QQβ
W+J l
iJ.Zol

Λ

L«J!

/

Applying (3.7) and (3.24) in succession must give the identity. This gives the
inverse relation:
0-29)
whose proof is based on the interesting identity:
ih(n-m)(l-N)/2

e

= 0

if

'

This latter equation is the g-deformation of a standard identity on binomial
coefficients. Its actual derivation is left to the dedicated reader.
As a general remark let us note that the hermiticity condition discussed here
is the quantum equivalent of the allowed region for the classical Schrodinger
equation (1.6). Indeed, for oscillatory waves the eigenvalues of the monodromy
matrix are complex conjugate and of modulus one. The two Bloch waves are
complex conjugate, which is the classical analogue of (3.20).
For the forbidden region of the classical Schrodinger equation, the Bloch waves
are real. Quantum mechanically this corresponds to p] = pj. This other hermiticity
relation is relevant for 1/8 < γ < oo [5,12,13], where h± are complex and ft_ = h%.
Thus both values of h must be retained. This is the subject of the coming section.
4. The Complete Algebra
Let us finally derive the complete algebra by taking both values of h in (2.3) into
account. The notation of the above section must be doubled. It will be simplest
to still denote by h one of the two choices (for instance ft_), and to write all
symbols related to it as in the previous sections. The other value (for instance h+)
will be denoted by h and its associated symbols distinguished by a hat. This avoids
clumsy notation, at the expense of the explicit symmetry between h and h. One
now has:
hh = π2; q = e-ih/\

4 = e~iίι/\
2κ
/

(4.1)
Λ

ώ

h
Λ h
-; ω = ώ-;
π

.. ^
(4.2)

π

(4.3)
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Some details are given in Appendix E. One arrives at a general family
Άί«J}> ~~«/ ^ w ^ J, — J^rh^J.
The fusion to leading order is given by:
ψ{(σ)

i mm

^

'

\ ΐ o λ * ( \
i m'm'

V

/

v

£

+

/

J';C)- ΔKac(J,J;Q-

ΔKac(J'J';C)

•N(J, m,J, A; f, m',T, A';ω) Vίt'AVM,

(4-4)

where

N( J, m, J, ιh; J', m', J', th' ω) = ( - 1 ) 2 ( J ' J ' + 3 r --*'- Λ m )
• N(J, w; J', nϊ; ω)N(7, rh; J', nί; ώ).
The divergent factor shows that the conformal weights
A — ΔKac(J, J; C), where ,4 K a c is given by Kac's formula:6
Δκ

(4.5)

take the form

(J,J;C) = ^-^— ((J + J+l)JC-\-(J-J)y/C-25)
24
24 \
In terms of the WZW Δ(J) given by (2.16), this may be written as

.

(4.6)

a

πΛ
J\

J~
h
ΔU + Jl

which reflects the fact that, formally, φ»l>« *%:%$$,

and φ»£ »

(4.7)
ffiβ#

Although formal since for general /i neither π/h nor ft/π are integers, this connection
is of help in deriving the properties of the ψ^V as shown in Appendix E.
Equation (4.4) shows, in particular that

& ΦVf ~ ^

ΨW ~ (- 1)*"-* « ί

(4-8)

The appropriate definition of the ξ fields is

0*)=

Σ

The phase factor e~ i 7 t ( M j + A * J ) i s
in Sect. 3,

(-l) 4 J J e-'" ( M j + Λ " 0 IΛω)SlΌ)έ^i ) (σ) (4-9)
suc

h that, under the hermitian structure discussed
(4-10)

are again hermitian fields. From (4.8) and (4.9) one deduces that
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
On the other hand, one finds that due to the relation (4.1), the φ and φ fields have
a trivial exchange algebra:
(4-12)
which leads to
(

6

V^V

2Mh

2i

This particular form was first written in ref. [11]

«M}"» * >

S?

(4-13)
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in agreement with (4.1 la, b). Altogether, the properties of the complete family are
simple extensions of the ones derived in the previous section: making use of (4.1 la, b)
and (4.13) one sees that the exchange algebra and the fusion coefficients are, up
to simple phase coefficients which are easily worked out, products of two copies
of the expressions worked out in Sect. 3, one with h, and the other with h. It is,
moreover, straightforward to discuss the hermiticity structure recalled at the end
of the previous section which corresponds to the classically forbidden zones. I
shall not do so here, since the method is very similar to one followed in Sect. 3.

5. Conclusion
We have thoroughly established the connection between SL(2)q and a chiral
conformal family on the unit circle which one may call universal since its exchange
algebra is given by the universal K-matrix. Collecting (3.4) (or (B.21)) with (A. 14)
and (A. 13), one sees that

•

Σ

-JZmgJ

\J,ω2)"(CJ-m>J+mDJ-m>J+m(ω2)

δω2_ωι_2m).
(5.1)

The last ^-function selects out only one term (the coefficient will be non-zero only
for a finite number of ω shifts), and this completely determines the matrix elements
of the ξ-fields between the highest weight states, that is all three-point couplings.
Such is a practical meaning of the quantities \J9ω)tHί,CJ~mJ+mi
/ ) J - m J + w ? which
we have computed. In the generic case considered, the Verma modules are trivial
and from the co variance of the ξ-fields one deduces any matrix elements by applying
appropriate differential operators to (5.1). Moreover, since we have been working
with operators, we may go to the case of a higher genus by taking an appropriate
trace. For instance, the torus is obviously dealt with by considering, typically,
τL
Trace (ξW(σ)e °).
μ v
Another point is that the Λ/-point functions of the F ' 's are given by the
Coulomb gas picture [10]. For the ^-fields one finds suitable linear combinations
of them that are determined from the explicit expressions of |J,ω)J^, cJ~m'J+m,
Γ\J~ m,J + m

Physically, the φ and \ji fields are the basic chiral operators which allow us to
construct the conformal theories associated to Ax in the Toda classification [5].
On the one hand, for C > 1, they naturally appear in the quantum solution of the
Liouville theory [2-5] which is the Toda theory associated with the simple algebra
Ax. On the other hand, for C<\ they are the basic tools to recover the
(SU(2)k®SU(2)ί)/SU(2)k+1
coset models [5].
The structure we have displayed is consistent with the quantum the group
realization:
.

(5.2)

This precisely defines the quantum group structure that underlies 2D gravity and
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minimal models. As already indicated, the symmetry between φx and φ2 is the
basis of the action of the quantum group generators. At this point a comment on
the connection between the present work and other related studies is in order.
The braiding matrix (2.5) was rediscovered in a recent article [8] which already
contains a discussion similar to the one carried out in Sect. 2 and Appendix A: a
recursion on the R-matrices based on the construction of the conformal families
given by fusion of the elementary (1,2) and (2,1) fields. Furthermore, a connection
with quantum group has already been put forward in the literature and appears
in particular in ref. [8]. This article however only works with the equivalent of
our i/f-fϊelds. It is important to stress that the viewpoint taken here on quantum
groups is different and that the main results of the present article are really new.
Indeed the connection between conformal theories and quantum group has been
made so far by considering the q — 6—j symbols. It is clear that they provide
solutions of Yang and Baxter's equation and are thus related to braiding matrices;
however, this connection is indirect and does not show how the fields transform
under the quantum group action. In the present paper, on the contrary, the ξ
fields are constructed in such a way that their exchange algebra coincides with
the universal Λ-matrix, and their OPE algebra is thus precisely connected with
the standard coproduct of SL(2)q9 if the action of the generators is given by (5.2).
In other words, the ξ fields are such that the true quantum mechanical effects,
that is their non-commutativity as quantum operators in the Hubert space of
states, coincides with the non-commutativity induced by the deformation from
SL(2) to SL(2)q. The latter may thus be regarded as dictated by the former, and
the present article takes a basic step in establishing the connection between
quantum group and conformal models following a path initiated in ref. [3].
One of the forthcoming problems is to particularize this structure to rational
theories. For C < 1 and C > 25, this involves specializing q to be a root of unity.
Indeed, if C = 1 — β(p — p')2l{pp'\ one has h = — πp/p',q = exp(iπp/(2p')). According to (2.7), [xj vanishes if x is a multiple of p'. Clearly, the results of the present
paper do not blindly apply since denominators vanish in many places, such as,
for instance, in formula (3.11). Further work is needed. However, for generic h,
the operator product properties of the ξ fields are entirely given by group theoretic
expressions. In particular, although we only determined one type of fusion
coefficient, it is clear that they are all given by the q deformed Clebsch Gordon
coefficients. Thus, the problem of specializing g to a root of unity has been
essentially reduced to the equivalent limit in the representation theory of quantum
groups. It is well known that the g-Clebsch-Gordon and q — 6/ symbols become
singular unless the allowed values of J are restricted to J < p'β. In general, the
f
limit h -+ — πp/p will be well defined in the corresponding truncated family. (This
phenomenon was recently discussed in connection with the relationship between
sine-Gordon theory and minimal model [14].) As a starting point, one may verify
that, for p > 0, p' > 0, formula (3.14) makes sense if one restricts J to J ^ F/2 and
that J\ I J, M> = 0 with v = p' — J + M. It should be straightforward to work out
this truncation in practice, and this should in particular reproduce the spectrum
of primary fields of minimal models. I leave this for a later publication since the
present article is already rather lengthy.
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For 1 < C < 25 h and h are complex conjugate. This is the strong coupling
regime of gravity in the conformal gauge. The special values which I derived with
Neveu [13], that is, C = 7, 13, 19, lead to
^n(C-l3)=_πΛπ

( 5 3 )

h + %

6
ih/2

Since q = e~ , one sees that y/q4 is a fourth root of unity. This is the strong
coupling equivalent of the rational case, and the introduction of the ξ and ξ fields
sheds a new light on this difficult problem [15].
Appendix A
In this appendix, we establish the properties of the family of φ operators which
will be connected with the quantum group SL(2)q in the following. The precise
definition of ψt is:
where
U)

y/τ

tφj

V = N (e ^ )

/

/

)

= ^ V2^# £-i<τ(±ω+ l/2)h/2π

.

U)

Ό

\

/

«)

Ό

\

•exp ^/h/ϊπ X P-^e-™ exp Jhjϊk Σ —e~inσ , (A.2)
\
w<o w
/
\
/
n>o n
where the ± is + for Vγ and — for V2. The definition of primary fields is appropriate
the unit circle: [Ln,AA~\= -ieinσ(d/dσ + inΔ)AΔ. As usual, e ^ ^ o } j s a formal
exponential to be understood as a shift operator. It is such that:
= f(ω + φJwϊtf

ε2 = - ε i = l

(A.3)

for any function /(ω). Similarly one defines any powers of Vt as
U)

μVKί φj

V) = N (e ^ );

μ integer

(A.4)

with conformal weight

(

^

( A5 )

)

From the differential equation satisfied by the V/s one deduces [2]
< ω 2 , 0 | Vi(σ)AΔ(σ')\ωl90y =

«'i<°\-<»lw*«ei{σ-σΎ-ll2

e

•(1 -e-iiσ'σΊ)βF(a9b;c;e-iiσ-σΊl
a = β--±h[—
π
\

2π J

b = β--±h\—
π
\

(A.6)
c=
2π J

\
(A.7)
2π(l+A/π) 2 /
where F{a,b;c;x) is the standard hypergeometric function, and |ω,0)> denotes the
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highest weight states introduced in Sect. 2. If the weight A is equal to Δ(μ) for
some μ, one finds;
β = ~ ^ = Δ(μ + 1) - (Δ(μ) + Δ(ί))
2π

(A.8)

which coincides with the expected singularity of the short distance expansion if μ
is an additive variable. This is elementary for products of V} with Vμ:
VJ{σ)Vμj{&)~(\-e-i{σ-σ'))m+1)-*μ)-Δ{1)

Vμ+1(σ).

(A.9)

μ

However this is non-trivial for products of V1 with V 2 or V2 with V\. In general,
one finds that, to leading order, the branching rules of the short distance expansion
do not depend upon j . This reflects the fact that

PP^P™

for

( A 10)

«-><».

In general, one defines a two parameter family of operators Vμ'v such that
V*>° = yμl9 F O v =f Vμ. One may show from (A.6-8) that they are defined recursively
from the relations

/)J

v)h/π)Γ(\ + (μ + l)h/π)J
( - ω + v)Λ/π)Γ(l+(v+l)Λ/π)
where ^ means that one retains the leading order at σ-+σ\ and divides by the
factor:

Thus the weight of Vμv is
Δμv = Δ(μ + v).

(A. 12)

Moreover, the normalization of the operators is specified by the condition
ω

ω

4

0>> = ^ ? - ^ ^ ω 2 _ ω i

+v

_/l.

(A. 13)

Our next task is to determine the general φ fields such that all Γ functions
are replaced by trigonometric functions. One finds:
(A. 14)

\
d1(ω)d2(ω -1) = Γ(-ωh/π)Γ((ω

-

where the C coefficients are determined by the relations:
( A 1 5 a )

Γ(\+(μ+\)h/π)
)
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with solution
C

.

;

(A.16)

f\Γ(l+sh/π)Y\Γ(l+th/π)
s=l

ί=l

Similarly, the D coefficients satisfy
Γ{

"

ω

(A.17a)

-< \W*h

DHω)

(A.17b)

D(ω+l)

Γ(ωh/π))

For μ > v, the solution reads:

^ > ) = πt=i\l
Y ^ ( Γ((ω
~Λ
t / 1 0 Π Γ((ω-r)Λ/π)) Π Γ((-ω-s)/*/π)). (A.18a)
— t)h/π)J =
r

1

s=1

For μ < v, it is given by:

~ 1 /\\)
) Π Γ((ω - r)ft/π)) Π Γ((- ω -

+ r

/
( — ω — t)h/π
/π)/ =
r

1

(A. 18b)

Next the fusion coefficients to leading order
ψ^ψv'y ~ N(μ, v; μV; ω)φμ+μ'>v+v'

(A. 19)

satisfy the recursions:
J V ( 1

^7'V

+

; > ) > (A.20)
;)

An explicit computation based on (A.6) and (2.11) leads to:
ί

;ω)

α

^ i^;

LωJ

ΛΓ(O, l;μV;ω) =L ω ~

μ Ί

.

(A.22)

The general expression, equivalent to (2.19), is thereby derived:
N(μ,v;μ9v;ω)=
r

[\ —
— JJ —
—r=o Lω + v - r J s =o L ω μ + sJ

(A.23)

Finally, using (A.6) and (2.10) one derives the exchange algebras:
Γ((ω-μ-l)h/π)Γ(ί+(ω

+ v)h/

ίΓ(\ + ωh/π)Γ({ -ω + μ-v+ l)h/π)\
\

Γ(-vΛ/π)Γ(l+(|H-l)Λ/π)

/
(A.24a)
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V2(σ)V»(o>)J
— ωh/π)Γ((ω — μ — v + l)h/π]
Γ( - μh/π)Γ{\ + (v + \)h/π) ~
.eie(2-μ + v + 2ω)Λ/2 K μ-lv+l( (T /j Ki ( σ ^

(A.24b)

7

which through (A. 14, 16, 18) lead to (2.17) .
Concerning the hermiticity structure discussed in Sect. 3, it is easily seen that
under (3.16), (Vμ'vγ = Vμ>\ Applying this relation to (A. 14) leads to:
= C μ ' v (D^' v (ω - v + μ)γVv-μ.

(φ^γ

(A.25)

μ v

On the the other hand, the D ' (ω) read, in view of (3.19):

r= i V

Γ((ω-t)h/π)

r

=i

s

=i

(A.26a)
if μ > v, and
t — Uh/π)
D

^

Π h^TT
ί =i V

^ 7 T Π ^((ω - r)h/π)) Π Π ( - ω - s)h/π)) (A.26b)

Γ((-ω-t)h/π)

r = ί

s = 1

if μ < v. They are thus real and a straightforward algebra shows that
Dμv(ω - v + μ) = Dxμ{ω).

(A.27)

v μ

Since, moreover, the coefficients C ' are symmetric in μ and v, it follows that:

(ψ^γ = ψ^

(A.28)

which is equivalent to (3.20).
Appendix B
In this section we derive Eq. (3.4) by studying the exchange matrix (1/2, J) for
arbitrary J. Considering ξ-Ί 2 ^ = aιξ1,
and ξ(11/22) = a2ζ2^ ai normalization
constants, we shall determine the general ξ^ fields so that the exchange algebra

e / 2 VK!ίV)= Σ 0AJ) β V£JίVK>)

(B.i)

Af'.α'

has coefficients independent of ω. It is convenient to define

p\J\M)

Ξ

(1/2, J)"-?*;

pψ(M) Ξ (1/2, J ) M " ^ i/2,

(B.2)

7
Throughout the article we only consider the half circle 0 <; σ ^ π explicitly. In this way, ε is strictly
equal to the sign of its argument, since the latter goes from - π to π. For the other half circle ε is
continued, in agreement with (2.11)
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The rest of the calculation will show that ρ2 vanishes. The exchange of ξιl'ff2 with
ξtβ thus gives
- m + l J I Λ ω + I)™"1 = | ω + J + m]\J,ω - 1)J - l ω J p ^ Λ f ) ! J,ω)mM •
(B.4)
The exchange of ξ^? with ξ<$ gives
eihl2U

= e-ih(ω+1)/2(eimhlω

+ J + m]\ J,ω - 1)™ - eim"lωip^(M)\J,ω)l

j
(B.5)

Combining these two relations one obtains a recurrence relation with fixed m:
ih(m+ ^)pf(M)\J,

e

ω)£+ ι = - 2ieihmlω + J + mj \J, ω-\)Z
1

/
eihiω+m)p[J)(M)-e-ih{ω+m)p{f(M)

-h
Sin(/I

^

\
|i,ω)^.

/ (B.Ϊ)

Particular cases: The exchange of ξ(11/22) and ξ^j gives:
p ( / ) ( - J ) = β-'* J ,

(B.7)

2_
I 7 /-,i\"'

I«/j tX/^

j/

a

r — (vjC

intncoo

ιh(tn

(23
tn/2,)ι

C

I

Kj is a normalization constant. Equation (B.5) with M = —J gives
P 3J)( ~~ J)=

e x

P (ΪW)?

(B.9)

which satisfies Eq. (B.4). Equation (B.6) with M = — J + 1 gives
iΛ

e

+1

- < - ' >)

(B.ll)

+ m-lj
- m - l J )\J,ω)Ίj.
(B.12)
The above examples lead to the following ansatz for the general solution:
P/2
r=-P/2

C(J,-J)=l,

A°0 = ί,

r is integer for P even and half integer for P odd. Assume:

'
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Eq. (B.6), with p(ί°(Λί) = eihM, and p(3J)(M) = e~ihM, gives:
Arp+ί(J,m)

= eιhiP+1/2-r)\

I

J + m-r

P-ί

I

\Ap-1/2(J,m)
r+ 1/2/

j »~\

/D

i c\

The solution is:

One may verify that ρ(i\M) is not determined. Contrary to the other p's, it depends
upon the normalization of the ξ\ The choice appropriate to the quantum group
connection is:
pφ(M)= - 2ieihl2 — y/lJ + M + 1J [_J - MJ,

(B.17)

which leads to

I L-/ + MJIL2JJ!
~
L J

M J !

(B.18)

Indeed, with this choice, one has

where S±,S3 correspond to the J = 1/2 representation.
Collecting everything together, one arrives at the remarkably compact formula:

(J

_M+m^s)/2integer

\(J - M + m - s)/2j\(J + M + m + s)β)
(B.21)
im

Applying this formula for J = 1/2 one sees that κι/2 = axe .
Appendix C
In this appendix we determine the fusion coefficients λ(J, M; J\ M'), starting from
an explicit computation of A(l/2, ± 1/2; J\Mf). Consider first the fusion of ξ(^/2,
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with ξ^j+p. Formulae (A.22) combined with (B.4) give
j
K

l/2e

L
Ψm-ί/2
Ψί/2
m=-J+l
1

I

II

2
'

1"A

-ihΛ™,

"A-

J+m-lj]|Jω
,

Γ

<,

( I - ? —

1)m

- / - J +P

^y - m + 1J 7 J I Λ

(Cl)

Substituting the explicit expressions one finds that the coefficient oίψ^t.1^ reads:
J + p)

£e

e

l_J — m + 1J r
•M 2J + 1 - r - P/2]A'P(J, m) + |P/2 + r + l]ArP+ ι(J, m)\

(C.2)

From (B.I6) one sees that:
L2J+ 1 -r-P/2]AP(J,m) + lP/2 + r+ l]AP+1(J,m)
= 12J-P+ l]ArP(J + 1/2, m - 1/2).
Equation (B.8) gives
^

=

)

uωr_-lj2

(C.3)

(

C

4

)

K J + 1 / 2 L2J+1J
Using Eq. (B.I8) one finally finds:
M+li ll J+M) 2
lίJ
i.
e *
V 12J+U
A similar calculation based on the identity:

λ(\/2,- 1/2;J,M) = ^ ^

(C.5)

K

lJ+l/2

1/2

+ m-r- Pβ\Arf

(J, m) + U + 3/2 - m + r + P/2JXrP+ 1/2 (J, m)

leads to
,1/2;J,M) = ^ ^ /
K

LJ

+

M

1

l

+ - g -^-M,/2

L2J+U

( C 7 )

Next the associativity of the OPE expansion gives the relations (α = + 1/2):
A(l/2, α; J, M) Λ(l/2 + J, α + M; J', M') = A(J, M; J', M') λ{\/2, a;J + J',M + M').
(C.8)
The general solution is

23 \( 2J'
κ

j+j'
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as one easily verifies afterward. It is interesting to note that the second coefficient
could be reabsorbed by a change of normalization of the ξ fields, contrary to the
third one. This would simplify the fusion coefficients, but spoil the explicit
identification of the universal Λ-matrix to be considered next.
Appendix D
In this section, we determine the general exchange algebra
?M

W)

= Σ V, J')VM- W V)

W

(D.i)

ΛΓ'ΛΓ

from the requirement that the order between fusion and exchange should be
irrelevant: consider (oc,β= ± 1/2)

e / 2 ) M ί t f - » # V ) = Σ GU')i£;Sr(l/2, JtZfflW
RNN'β

ξ(βιl2)(x) ξW-β(σ).
(D.2)

Letting x ->σ, and using (C.9) one gets
α) (J + 1/2, J%»M. = Σ

λ(lA*;J,M-

(•>>^'fi- Sί' (1/2, J')fί'A(lAβ J.N-

β\

RNN'β

(D.3)
This gives:
1 / 2 ; J
(J + 1/2,JX'Ϊ, = λ{1/2'
'^ + 1/2)^'(J,J'^.V'^,
l
M + 1 / 2 ί f
v
/
'KM A ( l / 2 l A / M + l/2)

(J + 1/2,J')

(D.4)

λ(l/2,1/2; J , M - 1/2)
1(1/2, - 1/2; J,JV+1/2)
A(l/2l/2JMl/2)

w+1/2
p 4

(

H V J l ί

- "

2 1 f

'
(D.5)

which reduces to:
j J'\N N+ 1/2
->J >M+II2M">

f

_

MAί

V U + M+1/2J

LJ + Af + 1/2J
LJ + M + 1 / 2 J

_

(γ\ f
y^'^

M

./')£" ΐ,2M
'M-1/2M

1/2

(D.7)
These equations are solved by introducing the ansatz:
(J,J')Ά = «J,M\®(J',M'\)R(\J,N)®\J',N'}),

(D.8)
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/

R

=

(-2ihj3®j3)l

e

00

χ +

V

ihnJ

£ βne- *(J
«=i

n

+

ihnJ

n

) ®e V-)

\

(D.9)

I
/

where the βn's are constants to be determined. Using (3.14), one sees that this
formula precisely solves (D.6) for arbitrary βn. Equation (D.7) leads to:

2ih

Equation (B.20) shows that /?x = 1 — e . Thus
βn = -

r^

Q.E.D.

(D.ll)

Appendix E
In this appendix, we give some details about Sect. 4. First let us generalize the
discussion of Appendix A. Remember Eq. (A.I la, b). Using again (A.6) and (2.11)
one derives similar relations:

\Γ(l+ωh/

+ O)Γ(l+h/ + )J

V2(σ)V» V ) =
We have introduced Vifi following the general convention. Working out the
recurrence formulae similar to (A. 15-18), one finds that

φXiKσ) = C v; ' i i D μ v: ' i ί(ω) Vμ'v'^\σ),

(E.2)

where 2J = μ + v,2m = v - μ , 23 = μ + v, 2th = v - μ , and

,

(E.3)

Π
s = ί s = l

and choosing, for instance, μ > v, μ > v,

τ\μ,\\μ,x

Π Π ((ω-ήy/h/ϊ-ty/φ) Π Π fr=lr=l\

/s=ls=l\

All these formulae are invariant under h^>h if one lets ω->ώ = ωh/π,μ^μ,
>v.
The recursion for the generalized fusion coefficients is determined by

(E.4)
and
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ΛT(O,O, l,0;μ,v,μJ;ω)

= (- l

N(0,1,0,0; μ, v, μ, 0; ω) = ( - lfΛΓ(0,1; μ, v; ω),
N(0,0,0,1; μ, v, fij;ω) = (- 1)"ΛΓ(O,1;fi,0; ώ),

(E.5)

obtaining
JV(Λ v, A tμ\ v',/T, 0';ω) = ( - l)«>+f'*+*'f+*'«
• N(μ, v; /ι', v'; ω)N(/2,0; £', f, ω),
which is equivalent to (4.5).
Consider next the exchange. Making use of (A.6) and (2.10) one derives

(E.6)

Π(ω-l)Λ/π-/l)Γ(l+ωΛ/π +

(E.7a)
(1

- ^ « ) Π - (ω+1w«+A - q W » , a ^

Γ( - (ω + l)Λ/π - O)Γ(1 - ωfc/π + β))

v

(E.7b)
2

Due to Eq. (4.1), that is hh = π , in each formula there is only one term since the
second one involves the inverse of a Γ-function with a negative integer argument.
Consider the first relation as an example. One derives an exchange algebra for the
φ fields after multiplying both sides by di{ω)CiiiDii\ώ — π/h). From the above
discussion, we know that

f

Γ((ώf)h/π))
Γ((ώ-f)h/π))Π Γ(

ft

Γ((ω-t)h/π)

ρ=o

s=o
(E.8)

where we took μ > v as an example. This may be transformed into:
v

lΓ^

+ {

-\ y

Γ(ω — tπ/h)

h )

ft Γ{ω-tnlh) Π Γ(-ω + »φ>. (E.9)
;=o

s=o

It follows from (4.2) (ώ = ωπ/h) that ω is shifted by 1 when ώ is shifted by π/h. It
is thus clear on the last equation that D^(ώ) and D^(ώ — π/h) may be related
using the relation Γ(z + l) = zΓ(z). After some algebra one arrives at the very
simple relation

which is also true if μ < v. A similar calculation, starting from (E.lb) leads to:

Φ2(σ) H\σ') = e-iπJψi\σf)

(E.I 1)

φ2{σ).

Next one extends these formulae to the general φ^σ) operator by fusion. Using
the fact that the fusion coefficients (A.23) are products of terms of the form
Lω + a\/[ω + b]9 a and b, constants, which satisfy, for any integer r,
jω + rπ/h + a] = [_ω + a]

rπ/Λ + fcJ Lω +

fcj'

'

j
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one finds

Thus the exchange algebra between i^'s and ^'s is trivial.
This is extended to the ξ-fields if one multiplies the last equation by

and sums over m and rh. The crucial point for this is that the explicit expression
(B.21) is such that, for any integer r,
I J9ω + rπ/Λ)3» = **«*'-"+»>| J,ω)£.

(E.15)
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